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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As the healthcare domain is attempting to make the most of the evolving technical landscape
and adapt the provision of services to fulfil the growing needs of patients in a timely manner,
additional cybersecurity and data protection challenges come into play. The integration of new
technologies in already complex IT infrastructures opens up new challenges regarding data
protection and cybersecurity.
This is due to the growing need to exchange and share the health related information of
individuals among different stakeholders. It is therefore essential for the entities processing
personal data, on the one hand, to collect and further process only data that are necessary for
their purposes and, on the other hand, to employ proper organisational and technical measures
for the protection of such personal data.
Pseudonymisation is increasingly becoming a key security technique for providing a means that
can facilitate personal data processing, while offering strong safeguards for the protection of
personal data and thereby safeguarding the rights and freedoms of individuals.
Complementing previous work by ENISA that is relevant, this report demonstrates how
pseudonymisation can be deployed in practice to further promote the protection of health data
during processing. Obviously, there is not a single solution on how and when to apply it; in fact
different solutions might provide equally good results in specific scenarios, depending on the
requirements in terms of protection, utility, scalability, etc.
Pseudonymisation can be a ‘simple’ option to adopt but it can also be comprised of a very
complex process, both at technical as well as at organisational levels. For this reason, defining
the goals and objectives of pseudonymisation in each particular case and processing operation
is really important.
This report highlights the added value of pseudonymisation in the healthcare sector and
demonstrates its applicability through simple but specific use cases. Complementing relevant
ENISA publications in this area, it shows how such techniques can increase the level of
protection for personal data being processed in the healthcare domain and will eventually
promote and raise awareness on the usability and deployment of such technical measures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent decades have witnessed an accelerating pace in the development and adoption of new
technologies. This rapid technological change has also affected the healthcare sector which is
going through the digitalisation process and has continuously been adopting new technologies
to improve patient care, offer new services focusing on patient-at-home care and even
preventive schemes.
The integration of new technologies into already complex IT infrastructures opens up new
challenges regarding data protection and cybersecurity as there is an increasing need to
exchange and share the health related information of individuals among different stakeholders,
in some cases across countries, in order to provide better health services. It is therefore
essential for the entities processing personal data to collect and further process only data that
are necessary for their purposes and, in addition, to employ proper organisational and technical
measures for the protection of such data.
Pseudonymisation is one well-known measure that can significantly contribute to this end.
Broadly speaking, pseudonymisation aims at protecting personal data by hiding the identities of
individuals in a dataset, e.g. by replacing one or more personal identifiers 2 with the so-called
pseudonyms (and appropriately protecting the link between the pseudonyms and the initial
identifiers).

The integration of
new technologies
in healthcare
opens up new
challenges
regarding data
protection and
cybersecurity.

This process is not at all new in the design of information systems but gained special attention
after the adoption of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1], where
pseudonymisation is explicitly referred as a technique which can both promote data protection
by design (Article 25 GDPR), as well as the security of personal data processing (Article 32
GDPR).

1.1 DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE HEALTH SECTOR

Health data has always been a valuable source of knowledge in healthcare. The healthcare
domain has historically generated vast amounts of data, both for the treatment of patients and
for research and further analysis. Such processing was mostly performed in paper form but over
the last few decades, the accessibility and amount of digitized data has increased massively.
More recently an abundance of new sources of health data occurred as a result of the
widespread use of electronic health records, health applications and wearable devices [2].
Furthermore, advances in computational power have enabled the development of novel data
analytics and machine learning techniques that improve diagnostics, treatment and
administration in healthcare.
The result is a change in assumptions that is increasingly moving the patient away from
hospitalization towards a distributed healthcare system provided by a blend of public and private
operators while staying closer to home, as depicted in Figure 1 below.

2

An identifier allows for the identification, directly or indirectly, of an individual. Examples of such identifiers can be name,
address, date of birth, national identification number, social security number, etc.
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Figure 1: Digital transformation induced shift of value in healthcare [3]

These technological advances are creating a growing demand for big medical data banks to
offer solutions in, for example, disease diagnosis and phenotyping, the modelling of clinical
outcomes, prediction for early intervention strategies, precision medicine etc. However, the
increasing processing of digitised medical data has also increased the risks, in terms of
cybersecurity, data protection and the likelihood of data breaches.
Such risks and related threats have already been identified in relevant ENISA publications in the
area of eHealth security [4], [5] & [6]. Relevant EU legal instruments such as the NIS Directive
[7], the General Data Protection Regulation [1], the Medical Devices Regulation [8], the Directive
on the application of patients’ rights in cross-border healthcare [9] etc. imposed obligations on
healthcare providers and manufactures of medical devices to ensure an adequate and uniform
level of protection for medical data and the products and services that use them.

1.2 PROTECTING HEALTH DATA

The protection of health data is considered a high priority due to their sensitive nature and the
impact they have on individuals (data subjects). From a cybersecurity point of view, the
confidentiality, availability and integrity of medical data and relevant infrastructure is considered
essential in order to be able to provide timely, appropriate and uninterrupted medical care.
This is also highlighted by the NIS Directive [7] which categorizes the health sector as an
operator of essential service (OES) and calls for minimum security requirements to ensure a
level of security appropriate to the level of risks presented. Furthermore, the GDPR
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distinguishes, in Art. 9, data concerning health as a special category of data (sensitive) and sets
out additional requirements and stricter obligations for processing and protecting such data, in
order to safeguard the rights and freedoms of individuals (data subjects). Lastly, the Medical
Devices Regulation imposes requirements regarding the safety, quality and security of medical
devices in order to achieve a high common level for safety.

1.3 SCOPE – TARGET AUDIENCE

The scope of this report is to highlight the added value of pseudonymisation in the healthcare
sector and demonstrate its applicability through simple but specific use cases. Complementing
relevant ENISA publications in the area [10], [11], [12] the goal is to present how such
techniques can increase the level of protection for personal data being processed in the
healthcare domain and eventually promote and raise awareness on the usability and
deployment of such technical measures.
This document is meant for IT professionals and developers in the healthcare domain as well as
Healthcare Authorities that can put forward recommendations on the security of health data
processing.

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
Section 2 provides an introduction of pseudonymisation and discusses its advantages and the
most common techniques being used. Section 3 exhibits the use of pseudonymisation in three
use cases which focus on the collection of health data from patients and the processing of such
data by healthcare providers and medical research institutions. Lastly, Section 4 concludes this
report and provides the main conclusions and relevant recommendations.
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2. PSEUDONYMISATION
2.1 BACKGROUND

The GDPR defines pseudonymisation in Article 4 (5) as: “the processing of personal data in
such a manner that the personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject
without the use of additional information, provided that such additional information is kept
separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that the personal
data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person”.
Broadly speaking, pseudonymisation aims at protecting personal data by hiding the identity of
individuals (data subjects) in a dataset, e.g. by replacing one or more personal data identifiers
with the so-called pseudonyms and appropriately protecting the link between the pseudonyms
and the initial identifiers. This link, often referred to as the pseudonymisation secret, is usually
stored in the association table and can be used re-identify the individual by allowing the
pseudonyms and original data to be associated as depicted in Figure 2 below. The association
table is meant to be accessible only by the entity that initially performed the pseudonymisation,
which is often referred to as the pseudonymisation entity.

Pseudonymisation
is a wellestablished
technique that
aims to protect
personal data by
hiding the identity
of individuals.

Figure 2: Pseudonymisation example

Pseudonymisation is one of several ‘de-identification’ techniques (such as aggregation,
obfuscation, masking, etc.) intended to remove the association between a set of identifying data
and the data principal. Other pseudonymisation definitions such as the ones from ISO, and
specifically ISO 25237:2017 Health informatics — Pseudonymization [13], are built upon this
assumption and are similar to the GDPR definition discussed above.

2.2 IMPORTANCE OF PSEUDONYMISATION
The main advantage of pseudonymisation, when applied correctly, is to hide the identity of an
individual in the context of a specific dataset, so that it is not possible to connect the data with
the specific individual. Therefore, it can also reduce the risk of the linkage of personal data for a
specific individual across different data processing domains.
In this way, for example, should a breach of personal data occur, pseudonymisation increases
the level of difficulty encountered by any third party other than the data controller to correlate
the breached data with certain individuals without the use of additional information. Importantly,
it can also reduce the level of risk to which the pseudonymised data are exposed.
The difference lies in knowing that our exemplified ‘John SMITH’ in Figure 2 above suffers from
a chronic disease and that a person identified as ‘aa1f ac4fb’ suffers from a chronic disease.
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Even if pseudonymised data is leaked, a third-party company will not be able to make Mr. John
SMITH a target of marketing campaigns based on that information, unless the information
related to the mechanism for associating pseudonyms to data subjects is also compromised.
The use of pseudonymised data should, for example, give more confidence to data subjects
when consenting to the use of their health data for research purposes and even increase the
effectiveness of other security controls to be applied to non-pseudonymised data such as, for
instance, encryption.
Lastly, it should be noted that pseudonymisation and anonymisation do not refer to the same
process and that pseudonymous data are considered by the GDPR as personal data while
anonymous data are not 3.

2.3 BASIC PSEUDONYMISATION TECHNIQUES

As already explored in [10], [11] & [12] there are several pseudonymisation techniques. The
main differences between them are based on how the pseudonym is generated. For the most
common ones, Table 1 below provides a comprehensive summary.
Table 1: Overview of basic pseudonymisation techniques
Technique

Pseudonym Generator

Counter

Monotonic counter which starts at a certain value and is
increased each time a new pseudonym is necessary

Random number

Random value extracted between a minimum and a maximum
boundary each time a new pseudonym is necessary

Hash function

One-way (non-reversible) cryptographic function transforming
input personal data in fixed-length values

Hash-based message
authentication code
(HMAC)
Encryption

One-way (non-reversible) cryptographic function adding a key
that makes it less predictable than a hash function
Two-way (reversible) cryptographic function transforming an
input personal data in values that can be re-transformed in its
original format using a key

As mentioned in [10], while a hash function can significantly contribute towards data integrity, it
is generally considered weak as a pseudonymisation technique as it is prone to brute force and
dictionary attacks. Similarly counters are also considered as weak pseudonymisation technique
as they cannot really scale.
A robust approach to generate pseudonyms can be based on the use of keyed hash functions
as depicted in Figure 8 – i.e. hash functions whose output depends not only on the input but
also on a secret key (salt). Some practical examples of the application of the aforementioned
techniques are presented in Figure 3 below:

3

Additional information on anonymisation techniques can be found at Working Party 29 Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymisation
Techniques
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Figure 3: Application of basic pseudonymisation techniques

The difference between the last three techniques depicted in Table 1 and Figure 3 may not be
immediately appreciable but it is nevertheless substantial as regards their implementation, as
what is also of primary importance is choosing the extent and the approach, or in other words,
the policy, with which those techniques will be applied. Most commonly, the policy could imply
either:
1)

Deterministic pseudonymisation – always using the same pseudonym for the same
data;

2)

Document randomised pseudonymisation – using the same pseudonym for the
same data only within a consistent scope;

3)

Fully randomised pseudonymisation – always using a different pseudonym for the
same data.

An application of the policies to the Counter technique, discussed earlier, is exemplified in
Figure 4, illustrating three occurrences of the same personal data in two different databases:
Figure 4: Application of pseudonymisation policies
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In practice there are more advanced methods and, since it is a topic of wide interest, techniques
are also evolving. But, generally speaking, policies tend to combine the most common
techniques depicted above or to introduce a number of variations to them.

2.4 PSEUDONYMISATION CONSIDERATIONS

Data controllers and processors can make use of pseudonymisation techniques and related
policies either jointly – using the same criteria – or disjointly. The first case is usually driven by
the data controller requiring the data processor to adopt the same criteria. Other than the use of
criteria, the most relevant difference would be the sharing of the association table depicted in
Figure 2.
If this table is not shared, the entity receiving pseudonymised data, provided all mechanisms
are correctly implemented, would not have any means of retrieving the original personal data. If
the table is shared then it should be done with similar care given to exchanging encryption keys,
with differences possibly due to the greater volume of data.
A data controller may ask its processors to pseudonymise personal data or even how to do it,
especially if pseudonymised data is to be exchanged between the parties. Those specifications
should at least include the following elements and should always be based on the results of
previously conducted assessments of risk or impact:





the target personal data (e.g. a set of identifiers);
the technique to be used;
the parameters applicable to the technique (e.g. counter rationale, randomness management, employed
algorithms, key lengths);
the policy to be used.

Depending on the applicable requirements, most likely including regulations, speed, simplicity,
predictability and budget, the technique and related parameters could vary.
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3. USE CASES
In an attempt to demonstrate the added value of pseudonymisation in the healthcare domain,
this section presents three use cases where the personal medical data being processed are
pseudonymised. Even if specific pseudonymisation techniques are not analysed in depth, the
different use cases attempt to provide an overview of the possibilities and of the key aspects of
their application, in terms of increasing the level of protection of the personal data being
processed by removing direct personal identifiers.
It should be noted that these use cases serve the purpose of demonstrating the application of
pseudonymisation and do not attempt to cover operational use cases to their full extent. In such
scenarios a more in depth analysis of the context, the data processors and processing involved
and all the relevant processing operations would have to be taken into account.

3.1 EXCHANGING PATIENT’S HEALTH DATA
In current medical practice, the exchange of data between organisations is a common tactic,
and is mainly used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. This includes cases of exchange
between different departments within the same entity (e.g. a hospital) and exchange between
individuals (e.g. medical professionals, laboratories, etc).
For example, Anne undertakes a set of medical laboratory tests in Mlabs medical laboratory
which then need to be reviewed by her doctor. When Anne visits Mlabs for the first time she is
asked to provide background health information (medication, medical history etc.) and
personal details (name, contact details, social security number) and Mlabs assigns her a
Patient_ID. From this point onwards, all data, such as results, etc.) related to a medical
examination are being associated with this Patient_ID and not with her personal details, as
depicted in Figure 6. The addition of a Patient ID, which can even be a simple progressive
registration COUNTER, is used to decouple Anne’s personal details from the results and acts
as a simple but effective pseudonym.

The data being
transferred from
Mlab to the treating
doctor do not
contain Anne’s
personal identifiers
but only the
pseudonym and the
medical test results.
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Figure 5: Exchange of patient’s health data

Upon completion of the medical examinations, Mlabs will correlate the lab results with her
Patient_ID rather than her personal details. When Anne requests a copy of her results, Mlabs
will have to look up the Patient_ID she has been assigned and then perform the correlation, as
Patient_ID and personal details are stored separately.
Should she ask that the results be sent directly to her treating doctor, who will be responsible for
reviewing them and deciding on whether additional tests or any medication is needed, Mlabs
can inform the treating doctor of the results for the Patient_ID that Anne has been assigned.
The association between Anne and Patient_ID needs to be communicated to the treating doctor
only once; afterwards the doctor will already know that the specific Patient_ID refers to Anne. At
this point though, the treating doctor gains access to the pseudonymisation secret and can
directly identify Anne, which abolishes the level of personal data protection offered by the
pseudonymisation process performed earlier. This level of protection would still be in place, if
Anne was only sharing the medical examination results and not the pseudonymisation secret.
The same principle can be extended to an entity such as a hospital where a patient undergoes
different tests across different departments. Again, the departments performing the tests will
process the data using the Patient_ID and the treating doctor will be able to relate the
Patient_ID to Anne as depicted below. Access to medical data among doctors of the same
medical centre (e.g. hospital) should be based upon authentication and relevant user rights.
Depending on the processing operation, they could either have access to the pseudonymisation
secret, thus being able to directly identify Anne, or have access only to the pseudonymised
identifier of Anne, thus not being able to directly identify Anne.
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Figure 6: Pseudonyms decoupling

It should be noted that this use case is not directly applicable to cases where Electronic Health
Record (EHR) systems are already deployed or interoperable Electronic Health Records are
already deployed 4, as in such cases the means for communication of data and identification of
individuals could already be defined. However, in such cases, pseudonymisation could be
considered during the early design phases as a technique to increase the level of protection,
support compliance and promote broader adoption of the EHRs.

3.2 CLINICAL TRIALS
Clinical trials study new medical interventions and treatments and evaluate their effects and
possible side-effects. They are regarded as a prerequisite for acquiring the necessary
approvals from relevant authorities. Typically, they are not performed by the manufacturer (e.g.
pharmaceutical company) but by independent organisations called CROs (Clinical Research
Organisations).

Pseudonymised
clinical trial data
allow for detection
of correlations
during the trials and
re-identification of
specific individuals
when deemed
necessary.

A typical scenario is the so called double-blinded study where a cohort of individuals with
similar characteristics (e.g. patients with the same disease) are split into two sub-groups. The
members of one group receive the medication under trial and the members of the other group
a placebo medication. In a double-blind study, neither the participants nor the researcher know
who is assigned to which group. During the trial the same medical data are accumulated for
both cohorts. Once all the data has been obtained, researchers can then compare the results of
each group and determine if the new medical intervention (independent variable) had any
impact on the treatment (dependent variable).
Beyond the sheer comparison of patient data records, another common use of such medical
data is the detection of correlations and patterns among different variables (e.g. age, gender,
occupation), in an attempt to identify the upper limit of efficiency and effectiveness as well as
additional safety information on, for example, posology. Hence, at these research organisations,
the data of all patients must be analysed for common patterns of medical relevance.
For such analyses, the identity of the participants is not directly relevant, and typically
researchers do not need to access the real-life identity of any of the research participants
whose data gets analysed at the CRO. However, the risk that a patient is identified through
indirect information is not minimal. For clinical trials, information such as age, gender,

4

Commission Recommendation of 6.2.2019 on a European Electronic Health Record exchange format, C(2019) 800 final
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occupation, place of living may be relevant to the study and under certain conditions may lead
to the identification of trial participants.
In this setting, a suitable pseudonymisation scheme can unfold its potential for allowing the
tasks of detecting correlations and statistical patterns to be performed without revealing the true
value of different data items. In certain trials this can even be extended to correlations and
statistical patterns in symptoms and medications. Since several different types of personal data
are usually collected during clinical trials, pseudonymisation has to be applied with care so as
not to expose patients to unauthorised re-identification. This could be done, for example, by
combining two approaches as depicted in Figure 8 below:
1)
2)

employ pseudonymisation on the main identifying data of each participant;
use more than one pseudonym for each identifying data for different clinical parameters.

Figure 7: Clinical trials pseudonymisation overview

Such an approach could limit the personal data related to each pseudonym that, paired with a
robustness that can be enforced using a solid hashing function like SHA-2 with a random seed
value as shown in the following example, would make re-identification even more difficult.
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Figure 8: Association of parameters with pseudonyms

Another exception to the basic assumption occurs when a patient’s data might reveal a risk to
her health (e.g. a new diagnosis) and it would be beneficial for the research team to contact the
CRO and trigger a patient notification. This is a case very similar to the one discussed in [12]
under section 4.2.2.

3.3 PATIENT-SOURCED MONITORING OF HEALTH DATA
Nowadays smart wearable devices are able to monitor vital signs such as heart rate, oxygen
saturation and blood pressure level. Regular monitoring of vital signs is a common intervention
in patient care, which aims to facilitate the early recognition of abnormal physiological
parameters. However, the usual practice is that only the patient him/herself is able to view the
measurements and contact the doctor when an abnormal value is observed.
The normal ranges for a person’s vital signs usually vary with age, weight, gender and overall
health status, which makes it difficult to set predefined values. This use case envisions the
provision of a Health Monitoring System (HMS) where the doctor can access medical
information and monitor vital signs and can also receive notification of abnormal values thereof,
via properly predefined ranges of values.
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Figure 9: Pseudonymisation during patient sourced monitoring of health data

For example, John has been diagnosed with a cardiovascular disease (CVD) and arrhythmia;
bradycardia or tachycardia can increase the risk of stroke. John’s treating doctor has defined
three sets of values with regards to his heart at rest: Low, Normal and High. John’s wearable
device regularly monitors his heartrate and whether he is moving and can provide a notification
to John when his resting heartrate is below the Low or above the High thresholds. At the same
time such notification can also be sent to his treating doctor, who can proactively support John
or anticipate a call to support him on what to do next.
Instead of communicating John’s heartrate values and details, the wearable device can instead
perform the pseudonymisation process and communicate a pseudonym of John and the
parameter range for his heart rate at rest. The treating doctor will receive the pseudonym and
be able to access the patient to which it relates and the state of the patient’s heart rate at rest.
Similar to the use case discussed in Section 3.1, if the treating doctor gains access to the
pseudonymisation secret and is able to directly identify John, the pseudonymisation process
should be considered mainly as a security measure to support confidentiality during
communication rather than a data protection measure.

Transferring
pseudonymised
from the medical
device to the
treating doctor
reduces the risk of
the data being
compromised in
transit.

Figure 10: Pseudonyms association table
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Attempting to take this use case one step further, the wearable device could very well be
subject to the provisions of the Medical Devices Regulations [8] and the guidance on
cybersecurity for medical devices [14] as endorsed by the Medical Device Coordination Group
(MDCG). If so, the deployment of pseudonymisation techniques during, for example, the
communication and storage of personal medical data could very well contribute towards
meeting the principles of both security and data protection by design while also re-enforcing the
confidentiality of transferred data.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
As the healthcare domain is attempting to make the most out of the evolving technical
landscape and adapt the provision of services to fulfil, in a timely manner, the growing needs of
patients of all ages and cultures worldwide, additional challenges in cybersecurity and data
protection come into play.
Pseudonymisation is increasingly becoming a key security technique by providing a means that
can facilitate the processing of personal data, while offering strong safeguards for the protection
of personal data and thereby safeguarding the rights and freedoms of individuals.
Complementing previous relevant work done by ENISA, this report demonstrates how
pseudonymisation can be deployed in practice to further promote the protection of exchanges of
health data.
Obviously, there is not a single solution on how and when to apply pseudonymisation; in fact
different solutions might provide equally good results in specific scenarios, depending on the
requirements in terms of protection, utility, scalability, etc.
Starting from a plain token, pseudonymisation can be a ‘simple’ option to adopt, but it can also
be comprised of a very complex process both at technical and at organisational levels. For this
reason, defining the goals and objectives of pseudonymisation in each particular case and each
processing operation is really important. To this end, relevant good practices and examples of
pseudonymisation in the context of the GDPR can be of great value to healthcare providers and
developers of healthcare applications.
Developers and regulators at national and European level should promote the exchange
of good practices and provide practical guidance on deploying pseudonymisation in
practice.
Advances in technology and in the types of health-related services offered might affect the
effectiveness and applicability of a pseudonymisation solution that is already being deployed.
This is not only relevant to the choice of the technique itself but also to the overall design of the
pseudonymisation process including, especially, the protection of the additional information (i.e.
the information that allows the association between pseudonyms and initial identifiers).
Pseudonymisation solutions brought forward are highly dependent on the state-of-the-art and
implementation challenges or limitations with regard to each technique may arise over time.
The research community should continue working on data protection and security
engineering, including state-of-the-art pseudonymisation techniques and their possible
implementations, with the support of the EU institutions in terms of policy guidance and
research funding.
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